Hageman factor-dependent pathways: mechanism of initiation and bradykinin formation.
The concentration of bradykinin in human plasma depends on its relative rates of formation and destruction. Bradykinin is destroyed by two enzymes: a plasma carboxypeptidase (anaphylatoxin inactivator) removes the COOH-terminal arginine to yield an inactive octapeptide, and a dipeptidase (identical to the angiotensin-converting enzyme) removes the COOH-terminal Phe-Arg to yield a fragment of seven amino acids that is further fragmented to an end product of five amino acids. Formation of bradykinin is initiated on binding of Hageman factor (HF) to certain negatively charged surfaces on which it autoactivates by an autodigestion mechanism. Initiation appears to depend on a trace of intrinsic activity present in HF that is at most 1/4000 that of activated HF (HFa); alternatively traces of circulating HFa could subserve the same function. HFa then converts coagulation factor XI to activated factor XI (XIa) and prekallikrein to kallikrein. Kallikrein then digests high-molecular-weight kininogen (HMW-kininogen) to form bradykinin. Prekallikrein and factor XI circulate bound to HMW-kininogen and surface binding of these complexes is mediated via this kininogen. In the absence of HMW-kininogen, activation of prekallikrein and factor XI is much diminished; thus HMW-kininogen has a cofactor function in kinin formation and coagulation. Once a trace of kallikrein is generated, a positive feedback reaction occurs in which kallikrein rapidly activates HF. This is much faster than the HF autoactivation rate; thus most HFa is formed by a kallikrein-dependent mechanism. HMW-kininogen is also therefore a cofactor for HF activation, but its effect on HF activation is indirect because it occurs via kallikrein formation. HFa can be further digested by kallikrein to form an active fragment (HFf), which is not surface bound and acts in the fluid phase. The activity of HFf on factor XI is minimal, but it is a potent prekallikrein activator and can therefore perpetuate fluid phase bradykinin formation until it is inactivated by the C1 inhibitor. In the absence of C1 inhibitor (hereditary angioedema) HFf may also interact with C1 and activate it enzymatically. The resultant augmented bradykinin formation and complement activation may account for the pathogenesis of the swelling characteristic of hereditary angioedema and the serologic changes observed during acute attacks.